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This paper explores the introduction and integration of industry related concentrations into the Construction Management program at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo. Specialization has been an integral part of not only the construction industry, but also throughout the industrialization of America. With these concentrations, students will be able to select either an industry sector or job function they are interested in pursuing and take additional classes that dive deeper into that specific facet of industry rather than only brushing the surface with general construction education classes. This program will better prepare students for industry and give those who have a desire to learn more the chance to truly apply Cal Poly’s “Learn By Doing” philosophy. This paper will analyze and discuss the possibility of allowing students to select a concentration within the CM program, as well as explore why having this option will benefit the program in general, and project how the concentrations will benefit students before they step out into industry.
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Introduction

During the past 15 years, Construction Education has taken a large upswing in popularity and has become necessary for project and site managers in the rapidly growing industry. Through the evolution of construction and the exponential growth of technology, construction contractors, designers, and engineers have been required to evolve with the industry as time goes on. With the days of the Master Builder behind us, young industry leaders are finding it necessary to seek out higher education to better prepare them to design, coordinate, and execute these increasingly complex projects.

With more and more high school students graduating and choosing to pursue a career in the construction industry through higher education, we see a decrease in those choosing to attain their knowledge through the trades and skilled labor. We can attribute this to several factors including an increase in industry need for managers and also the development of collegiate curricula in construction education that offers more than just trade knowledge being passed down through the generations. The bottom line is that less students are graduating high school and going straight into the trades and unions, and more and more are getting their higher education in construction related studies.

Construction Education Today

Today, construction education takes place through two distinct routes: entering the trades and working your way up through the ranks from a laborer to a journeyman and on up to a foreman and superintendent, or by going to a certified four-year university to major in Construction Management and graduate into the industry from there. Upon graduation, there are different sectors of the industry that one can choose to seek employment through: Industrial, Heavy Civil, Commercial, and Residential Construction. Now within these industries, there are several different job functions that a graduated student can choose to pursue: Project Manager, Superintendent, Safety/ Risk Manager, Subcontractor, Owner’s Representative, Property Development, and the list goes on. This is one of the main benefits of being a construction management major as most students graduate and take any job they can get regardless of whether or not it’s in their field. Construction Management graduates have a specific training, education, and desire
to work in the construction industry, *choosing* to pursue their desired sector and job function during their time in college.

Economic recessions hit the industry hard especially in the 2008 downturn and students lucky enough to find a job have had to work their way through the industry to enter the field and position they desired. However, the construction industry is booming once again and student placement after graduation is on the rise. Coming from the same universities that a lot of us are currently attending, many top industry leaders started at an accredited university as Construction Management students. Some of the major schools of construction here on the west coast include Cal Poly SLO, Colorado State, Chico State, and Sacramento State and for nearly 15 years, many ASC schools of construction have boasted a nearly 100% placement rate for their graduating seniors. This placement can be attributed to many factors, one of which being the program and education attained as a student of Construction Management, but what makes these programs the preferred path for aspiring construction professionals?

*Cal Poly SLO Curriculum*

Cal Poly SLO has arguably one of the top programs in Construction Management and turn out many high executives to the construction industry. The curriculum differs from the above-mentioned schools because of the “Learn By Doing” attitude that Cal Poly focuses on from the beginning of year one. Rather than requiring students to complete most of their General Education classes before diving into the Construction Management curriculum, Cal Poly has students taking a mix of GE, Support, and Major courses during their entire collegiate career.

Another significant difference Cal Poly has compared to other schools is that the Construction Management program has industry sector specific labs (Residential, Commercial, etc.) where project tasks are learned and reinforced within that sector (estimating, scheduling, contracts, etc.). The result is a continual reinforcement and practice of construction tasks with different sets of plans, specs, and lab groups. Rather than taking single and separate classes in estimating, scheduling, and project management for example, students are required to utilize and exercise these concepts throughout every lab and throughout their college career.

Being on the quarter system, Cal Poly is also able to fit more units into their four-year program, further adding to the hands-on construction experience in the classes and labs offered to students. The Construction Management program has one of the top highest number of required units to graduate with 189 units (Cal Poly 2015). This breaks down into 65 units of class-time for major classes, and 69 units of support classes. Of the 65 major classes, there are 35 lab units over 7 labs that include Fundamentals of Construction Management, Residential Construction, Commercial Construction, Heavy Civil Construction, Jobsite Management, Specialty Contracting, and Integrated Project Delivery. Typically, the number of units assigned to a class is reflected by how many hours per week that class meets. This however, doesn’t apply to lab courses. Where the Commercial Construction lab may be 5 units which should indicate 5 hours of class per week, it in fact has 13 hours of instruction and lab time per week. These labs are very hands on and very intensive for the 10 – 12 week quarters, but are one of the most integral parts of what makes the Cal Poly Construction Management program so successful.

*Trade Education*

Out of the 6.87 million people that the construction industry currently employs, 5.16 million or 75% of the industry is made up of production and nonsupervisory employees (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2017). This huge percentage of the industry typically goes through the same route of construction education as seen below in Figure 1:

*Figure 1: Example employment path for blaster/ driller*
Right out of high school, most tradesmen enter a union or subcontractor role as a laborer or trade apprentice. From there they work up the ladder for many years until they earn a supervisory position as a general foreman or superintendent. However, for someone with little or no higher education, this could be the end of the road as the industry has been trending towards requiring a four-year degree at a minimum for all supervisory and construction management related job occupations for the past 5-10 years.

**Literature Review**

**Introduction**

Construction education is such an integral part of training and evolving the industry’s next leaders, no matter which route is taken to achieve. This essay however will focus on the need for specialization during the college career of Construction Management students. The following is an exploration into the benefits of specialization.

**Specialization**

“Discovering One’s Talent: Learning from Academic Specialization” by Ofer Malamud is an academic research paper that discusses and analyzes the difference between British and Scottish college students. The significance of these two comparative nations being chosen is because the British are required to apply and select their specific field of study while still in high school, like Cal Poly, and Scottish college students must wait until later in their college careers to figure out what it is that they want to do, and then choose their specialization or major field of study.

His theory and model for research is strongly parallel to the basis of my paper. “If higher education serves mainly to provide specific skills, the model predicts that students in a system with late specialization will be more likely to switch to an occupation that is unrelated to their field of study. This is because the cost of switching in a late system is lower in terms of foregone skills. Conversely, if higher education serves mainly to provide information about match quality, the incidence of switching to an unrelated occupation will be higher in a system requiring early specialization. This is because the benefit associated with the increase in expected match quality when switching in an early system will out-weigh the greater loss of field-specific skills” (Malamud 2011).

These findings rely on the type of education that the students are receiving at these colleges. Based on Malamud’s study, higher education that serves to mainly provide specific skills (aka technical or vocational schools, or polytechnic universities like Cal Poly) are predicted to have more switching when specialization is chosen later. What this means is that “England—a system with early specialization—exhibits a higher incidence of switching implies that the benefits to increased match quality are substantial, and, indeed, large enough to outweigh the greater loss of skills (Malamud 2011).”

Taking these findings, it appears that undergrad education plays a large role in guiding students towards choosing their major and their desired field. So why is Cal Poly known for minimal amounts of major changes? Is it their stringent change of major policy or do Cal Poly students actually know what it is that they want to pursue in life when they start their college career? Furthermore, specifically regarding Construction Management students, why are there significantly more students that switch into CM, and virtually none that switch out of it and how does this benefit the students who started the program early? More of these ponderings will be discussed later in the paper.

**Previous Senior Project**

*Research.* A previous senior project was completed by Bradford Reller who graduated in 2015 from the Cal Poly Construction Management department that also explored introducing concentrations into the CM curriculum. The project consisted of a survey of the construction management department students and interviews with industry professionals about their opinion of having concentrations in college programs. Reller’s survey focus was rather narrow in the sense that his main goal was to find out if students were interested in being given the option to declare a concentration and if so, what concentrations that students would desire. The results of the survey are as follows: “results concluded that current students do see value in developing
concentrations, would choose to concentrate in some aspect of construction if given the option, and think it would help prepare them for industry. The three concentrations current students desire most are Project management, Field Management, and Estimating/Preconstruction” (Reller, 2015). The results also indicated that BIM and MEP Management were not seen to be as valuable, but attribute it to the fact that they could fit within the main three concentrations. The survey percentages of Reller’s survey can be found below in Figure 2:

![Graph showing survey results](image)

**Figure 2: CM Department Survey Results (Reller, 2015)**

As you can see, 77% of students responded with a “yes” answer to being able to declare a concentration, with 55% of them chose a concentration in Project Management with 22% choosing Field Management. The analysis of data explores integrating concentrations into the CM program and suggests a class schedule for each of the highest requested concentrations from Reller’s study, which you may find below in Figure 3:

![Proposed Concentration Course Flowchart](image)

**Figure 3: Proposed Concentration Course Flowchart. (Reller, 2015)**

**Response to Reller’s Research.** I believe that this senior project was a great start to the research and discussion on integrating a concentration program into the CM curriculum. Since there is virtually no research out there regarding the matter, Reller has a great basis of research to derive my research questions from. In addition, he was able to address potential issues and concerns with a concentration program through some of his interview responses. My hopes with my own senior project is to recreate Reller’s study, build upon it, and suggest new evidence, data, and considerations.

**Survey Discussion and Data Analysis**

**Introduction**

Like Reller, I created a survey and sent it out to the Cal Poly CM faculty and student body. My survey not only affirmed the questions that Reller had asked in his, but it took the research one step further. I am not only wanting to consider the job function that students feel they would like to concentrate in, but I am more interested in alternative concentration sets and not only what influences students to choose these industry directions, but when.
My hope with these avenues of research is that I will be able to further support the implementation of a concentration program, but also lay the groundwork for future research of an interesting hypothesis. My research questions in my survey have led me to a peculiar finding in that it suggests that CM students have a pretty good idea of what it is that they want to do when they graduate, at a rather early stage in their college career.

This proves to be contradictory to the research and findings by Malamud discussed in my Literature Review. What is it that makes Cal Poly CM students different than not only other Cal Poly students, but also college students in general? My belief is that our department is made up of outliers from both the Malamud survey and research supporting later specialization for college students. In the rest of this paper, I will be discussing my reasons for believing so, supporting with my own personal research, and establishing a basis for future research.

Survey Results

My survey was sent out to the CM department and invited students to participate, which yielded a response group of 42 individuals. My questions and responses can be found in the Paper References section of my senior project binder. The survey results indicate similar answers to Reller’s research, stating that 88% of students would be interested in the option of picking a concentration and that 76% of students would choose a concentration in project management. My survey takes these questions a step further by not only exploring a job function related concentration program, but also an industry sector based program.

While a few of these question responses were to be expected such as the majority of students wanting to work in commercial construction (76%), some of the answers yielded unexpected results. I personally believed that students would prefer a concentration program based off job function, but the results proved differently. Responses indicate that 50% of students would like to have a concentration program based on industry sector and 33% said they want a concentration program that is related to job function.

Another data point that interested me was the influence on what drove students’ interest in a particular sector and/or job function.

![Figure 4: Influences on student choices](image)

As you can see above in Figure 4, the biggest influence of nearly 70% of students was the internship experience that they’ve had out in a construction related field. Now a startlingly high response was the fact that 35% of students attributed their choice of industry and job function to a family member in construction. This could be an interesting statistic for senior projects in the future if a student chooses to research the different factors that influence a student’s choice in career path and how that can be utilized by the Construction Management department.

Discussion on Findings
My focus for the rest of this paper is centered around the questions of when students decided on what industry and job function they wanted to pursue. As seen below in Figure 5, the distribution of grade levels where students claimed they figured out what sector and job function they desired to pursue is centered right around their second year, with many students even knowing in their first year of college.

![Figure 5: Student interest timing distribution](image)

What’s interesting about this statistic is how early on the majority of students have a pretty good idea of what it is that they want to do in life once they graduate. Furthermore, the number of students that indicated it was their first year of college that they had an idea of what they wanted to do suggests that they came in to Cal Poly with that notion already in their head. Now there are two classifications of students that I will be comparing this to: Cal Poly students, and college students in general. One might wonder why the distinction between the two, and the reason lies within Cal Poly’s unique requirement of not having an “Undecided” major classification; students entering the school are required to declare a major due to the immediate submersion into major course curricula. What this means is Cal Poly students are forced to choose their specialization early-on like the British college students in Malamud’s research, rather than in their junior year like most other college students.

What makes Cal Poly Construction Management even more unique is that it is such a specific and destination driven major; it’s not one that students would idly pick if they don’t know what the major is, or what it is that they want to do in life. By nature of the major and of the industry, choosing to pursue an education in Construction Management has a very clear and concise destination in mind. This contrasts with other majors such as Business or Psychology that house an inert nature of ambiguity and can allow for students to further decide what it is that they want to do upon graduation, while remaining open ended within such a broad industry.

![Figure 6. (right) College graduates with a job matching their degree](image)

As you can see above in the chart on the right, roughly 27% of college graduates are employed in a field that is directly related to their degree (please note this excludes individuals pursuing or with graduate degrees as the information available on majors relates to the undergraduate degree) according to the U.S. Bureau of the Census (2010). Malamud’s study found similar results to this statistic, indicating that there is in fact a large number of
college students that end up switching their majors despite any perceived lost time while in school, or they figure out what they want to do later and enter a different field than their college major.

**Summary**

No matter how well-supported this contradictory research is, I have found definitive statistical evidence to support the fact that Cal Poly Construction Management students seem to know what it is that they want to do after college while staying in their field of study. So is this just a fluke? Outliers that can be simply thrown away? Arguably no, because the major retention rates and post grad placements are boasted in other top ASC schools such as Colorado State, Chico State, and Sacramento State universities. Each of these schools receive incoming freshman into the CM program that a large majority know for a fact that they want to do in the construction industry in some way or another.

That being established, the Malamud study, Reller’s study, and my research all support the fact that specialization works and is sought after by the student body at Cal Poly. Being a very technical and hands-on school, Cal Poly would benefit by introducing concentrations to the CM program because of the findings indicating that switching majors happens less often at schools that require specialization early on. Having students statistically less likely to switch out of their major or field suggests that these groups of CM students do in fact know what they want to do after graduation. These students are given an opportunity to form and develop a desire to work in a specific project role or sub field within the industry rather than finding which industry they’re interested in, though only through the current curriculum available to them.

Cal Poly higher education is able to facilitate and cultivate the development of student desire for specialization within the industry as students join appropriate clubs, competition teams, and have access to 8 technical elective units that change on a quarterly basis. The next step towards improving the student experience and developing young professionals that are high above their peers in terms of knowledge and experience is the introduction of concentrations. Providing concentrations for students to dive deeper into their desired field through additional regimented class flowcharts (as suggested by Reller in Figure 3), will benefit not only the industry, but the student as well. This added education track will supplement student internships and competition teams by providing more than just general construction education classes that are offered to all students within the major. The result is students going out to the internships and to their full-time positions with more knowledge and experience than that of a student with no concentration.

**Possible Future Research**

Due to time and page length constraints, there are limits to the number of avenues I can take this research. This leaves a few unanswered research questions and room for expansion on a few of the points. I would encourage future students to explore these avenues with their own research and develop a few of the points that arose from my survey.

**An expansion of survey group.** Being able to survey the whole student body, or have access to more representative data will be able to further support or reject that Cal Poly students have a better idea of what they want to do after college compared to other college freshman.

Supplemental data of just Construction Management students should also be pursued: What percentage of CM students change out of the major. What percentage of graduating students transferred in? How does that compare to the number of major changes outside of the department?

**Project Management Desire.** What is it about Project Management that stirs such an interest in students? Is it the CM program’s version of the default position to pursue or are there external factors influencing the desire? With a decrease in Superintendents and a comparative lack of interest in some of the other project roles, how can the CM program generate interest in the other project roles?

**Early influence.** Internships have seemingly the highest influence on student interest within the industry with a family member in construction being the next influential. How can the department utilize this information to
integrate into the program and supplement it with their own curriculum to provide the most valuable education for students?
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